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ABSTRACT
A short introduction to instrumental resolution is followed by a discussion of visibilities of
pbonon modes due to their eigenvectors. High precision phonon dispersion curves in GaAs
are presented together with "ab initio" calculations. AI2O3 is taken as an example of
selected visibility due to group theory. By careful determination of phonon intensities
eigenvectors can be determined, such as in Silicon and Diamond. The investigation of
magnon modes is shown for the garnet Fe2Ca3(GeO4)3, where also a quantum gap due to
zero point spin fluctuations was observed. The study of the splitting of excitons in
CsFeCl3 in an applied magnetic field demonstrates the possibilities of neutron polarisation
analysis, which made it possible to observe a mode crossing. An outlook to inelastic X-ray
scattering with very high energy resolution of synchrotron radiation is given with the
examples of phonons in Beryllium and in water.

1. Introduction

Excitations usually mean transitions from one energy level to another, such that a
defined quantum of energy is transferred in an inelastic scattering experiment. The
corresponding signal is a peak in the inelastic spectrum. With the influence of
anharmonicity such signals may become very broad and even overdamped. In the
following we give a list of names for particular excitations, where we include relaxation
phenomena, which in fact are not well defined excitations. But we do this because the
corresponding quasielastic scattering is part of inelastic neutron scattering and because it
often depends on external conditions such as temperature that an excitation goes over to a
relaxing phenomenon, such as a soft mode becoming overdamped near a second order
phase transition or as tunnelling turning into jump diffusion.
Phonons are acoustic or optic plane waves of atomic motions in crystals [1].
Soft modes are phonon modes which soften with temperature (or pressure, or field),
when a phase transition is approached [2], because their eigenvector is similar to the
displacements of atoms at the transition.
Local modes are typically vibrations of dilute impurities, where either the masses or the
forces are different from the host, e.g. low concentration of hydrogen in metals [3].
Librons are coupled rotational oscillations of molecules in crystals [1].
Phasons appear in incommensurate structures with a dispersion which extrapolates to
zero frequency at the satellite of the superstructure, where the phason consists in a phase
shift of the incommensurate distortion [4],
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Amplitudons are the soft modes in incommensurate structures. In this mode the
amplitude of the incommensurate distortion is oscillating [4].
Rotons appear in superfluid helium with a minimum in the dispersion relation around
Q = 2 A- l [5] .
Maxons are the high frequency modes in superfluid helium between the acoustic and
the roton modes as part of the same dispersion curve [5].
Ripplons appear on surfaces of liquid Helium [6].
Relaxations are diffusive motions in translation (e.g. in liquids) or in rotation [7].
Jump diffusion appears in thermal activation, when a particle can hop from one
equilibrium position to a neighbouring one (e.g. hydrogen in metals) or a molecular
group reorients around a symmetry axis [7,8].
Tunnelling appears at low temperatures, when the thermal activation is too weak to
produce jump diffusion [8].
Boson peak stands for a maximum at low frequencies in the measured frequency
spectrum of glassy materials [9].
Bending modes show quadratic dispersion for transverse modes travelling along plates
or rods, e.g. layered materials [10].
Magnons or spin waves are plane waves in materials with long range magnetic order,
where the spins precess around the local field (staggered in antiferromagnets) [11].
Stoner modes appear in itinerant magnets and consist in electron-hole excitations with
some interaction. Usually magnons are well observed below the Stoner mode continuum
[12].
Solitons were observed in quasi one dimensional magnetic systems as mobile short
range non linear excitations [13].
Crystal electric field transitions, as observed with neutrons, are electronic
transitions of "magnetic" electrons [14].
Excitons are crystal electric field transitions which show dispersion due to interactions.
Often they are magnetic excitations from a non magnetic ground state (m = 0) [15].
Spurions look like excitations and may mislead the unexperienced. Most of them are
created by elastic scattering from the sample. On crystal spectrometers quite often higher
order reflections on monochromator and analyser are involved, while on time-of-flight
instruments the reason lies often in multiple scattering on obstacles.

All these phenomena (the list is not exhaustive) can be studied by inelastic neutron
scattering and this is the reason why the list is presented. It would be far beyond the
scope of this introductory paper to discuss all these items in more detail. We will
concentrate on some aspects of resolution, chapter 2, of nuclear scattering (phonons),
chapter 3, of magnetic scattering (magnons, excitons), chapter 4, and will give an outlook
to complementary inelastic X-ray scattering, chapter 5.

2. Resolution

To determine the energy transfer in an inelastic scattering experiment, we have to
measure the energy of the neutrons before and after the scattering event We define

ftQo = »ki - **F ; fccoo = tflrim (ki2 - kF
2) (1)

where ki and kp are the nominal values of the neutron wavevector before and after
scattering, as given by the instrument setting; ftQo and &D 0 are the nominal momentum
and energy transfer.

In an experiment one observes very generally a signal as a function of Qo and coo-
This could be a peak in measured intensity versus energy transfer hcoo. Such signals
contain physical information from the sample blurred by the limited resolution of the
instrument. To derive general aspects of resolution we follow Maier-Leibnitz [16] and
write the intensity AI arriving in the detector as:
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AI = <j>o N -d?G= p f (kf) AGAco (2)
dOdco

Here <|>o is the intensity of the monochromatic beam, N the number of scattering
particles (i.e. the sample volume) followed by the double differential cross-section. pf(kf)
is the transmission of the analyser as a function of individual kf's. The solid angle after
scattering Aii and the energy window A© of the analyser are:

The intensity $o reads:

<(>0 = A(ki) • ki pi(ki)AkU Aki,y A k u (4)

where A(ki) describes the spectrum of the neutron source and pj (kj) the transmission of
the monochromator for individual kj's.

In the following we will show that the scattering function

S(Q,co) = £• -*&- (5)
kf dQdco

is more suitable for the description of inelastic scattering than the cross-section.
We rewrite AI:

AI = A(ki)N Pi(ki) AVi S(Q,co) pf (kf )AVf (6)

Here we defined volume elements in reciprocal space

AVj = Ak u Aki , y Ak^ ; AVf = AkfjX Akf>y Ak^ (7)

In Eq. 6 S(Q,co) describes the physical properties of the sample and pj, pf the
transmission, i.e. resolution of the instrument. This concept is symmetrical for
monochromator and analyser and therefore it is preferable to use S(Q,a), see also Fig. 1.
Vi and V F in Fig. 1 are given by [17]:

• /

Vi = Pi(ki)dV i ; VF = I pf(kf)dVf (8)

The intensity at the detector at a nominal Qo and coo can be written:

I (Qo, coo) ~ I R(Qo - Q, coo - co) S(Q,co) dQ dco (9))»coo) ~ I

as the convolution of resolution R and scattering function S. The resolution R is obtained
by the convolution of Vi and Vp, while the maximum intensity is proportional to the
product of Vi and V F . Therefore, in an optimised experiment, Vi and V F should have
similar sizes.
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Fig. 1: Scheme of an inelastic scattering experiment in real space at the left. Monochromator and
analyser are shown as "black boxes". On the right: the triangle Q = kj - kF and the connection to the
triangle -Q = x + q where x is a reciprocal lattice vector and q the wave vector of an excitation.

For a crystal analyser [17]

where 6 is the Bragg angle.
For a time of flight analyser

~k?cot9 (10)

(11)

We quote here only expressions which control intensities for analysers, because usually a
monitor is used in the (monochromatic) beam impinging on the sample.

3. Nuclear Inelastic Scattering

Here we will concentrate on coherent scattering from single crystals. The
scattering function for a "one phonon" excitation of mode j reads:

Sj(Q,co) = Gj(Q,qj) • F(G>,QJ)

For the frequency dependent function [17] we strongly recommend to use

4© H

(12)

F(co,Qj) = [n

M +
(13)

where I j is the damping parameter for frequency proportional damping.

With Qj2 = C0j2 + Tj2 one can also write
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Fig. 2: Scattering geometries in an f.c.c. lattice to observe transverse (upper left) and longitudinal
phonon modes in [£00] direction in simple structures such as GaAs, see Fig. 4. Some symmetry points
in reciprocal space are indicated in the upper right.

(CD - (Ojf + i f (CO + ©jj2 + i f

(14)

All three expressions are mathematically equivalent. But £2j is the physically
meaningful frequency, while ©j appears to be close to the visible maximum of the signal.

The dynamical structure factor reads:

unit cell
(15)

Here b/ is the coherent scattering length, o^j the complex amplitude of particle £
due to phonon mode j within the normalised eigenvector Oj and R/ the equilibrium
position.

The scalar product Qu makes it possible to select the visibility of modes, better to
say one can choose scattering geometries where particular modes are invisible. In simple
structures with high symmetry, Fig. 2 demonstrates the selection of longitudinal and
transverse modes. In structures with many atoms per unit cell labels of "longitudinal" or
"transverse" lose their meaning. Modes are characterised by their irreducible
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Fig. 3: Eigenmodes o(ti) and a(X2) in a system of three particles in the presence of a 2-fold axis. G(TI)
has 4 degrees of freedom and a(X2) 5. Therefore a(t i) contains 4 modes including the "longitudinal
acoustic" and a(t2) 5 modes including the two "transverse acoustic".

representations. Fig. 3 shows typical modes for a direction with a two fold axis C2. The
representations are

E C2

-1 (16)

If Q is parallel to the twofold axis, then all modes of representation 12 are
invisible. But not all modes of xi are necessarily visible. Imagine in xi that the amplitude
of particle 1 is zero and th& amplitudes of particles 2 and 3 just opposite to each other and
perpendicular to Q. Then this mode is also invisible. Such selection rules are important,
when one studies complex structures such as AI2O3, presented further down.

GaAs has two particles per unit cell and therefore three acoustic and three optic
branches [19], see Fig. 4. Some of the branches are degenerate. The careful
determination of dispersion branches in many directions, most important in directions of

GaAs

N
C

9>

300

200 •

100

X W L DOS

Fig. 4: Measured [19], on INS at ILL, and "ab initio" calculated [20] phonon dispersion curves in GaAs,
together with the density of states (DOS). The labels I", K, X, L are explained in Fig. 2.
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low symmetry, was necessary to select the most appropriate lattice dynamical model.
Recent "ab initio" calculations [20] gave very satisfying agreement with the experimental
data, see Fig. 4.

30.0 Fig. 5: The 30 measured and calculated phonon
dispersion curves in one symmetry direction of
AI2O3 (Sapphire) [21]. The extended zone scheme
is used with the Brillouin zone centres (T) on the
left and on the right and the zone boundary (A) in
the middle. This provides better separation and
corresponds to the visibility, see Text. The
experiment was performed on INI at ILL.

0.0 o.i 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0

WAVE VECTOR q"

AI2O3 contains two molecular units in the unit cell and has therefore 30
dispersions branches. In Fig. 5 these branches are shown in the extended zone scheme
[21]. This corresponds to the fact that 15 modes are invisible in Brillouin zones with odd
indices and the other 15 in zones with even indices. Fig. 6 shows a scan at the zone
boundary (A-point) where the modes are doubly degenerate. 6 signals were fined to
Gaussians. The fitted widths for the lower two and the upper two peaks agreed with

ou

400

200-

Fig. 6: A constant Q scan at a Brillouin zone
boundary (A-point), performed with
kF = 5.5 A"1 (Ep = 15.14 THz) kept constant
[21]. The experiment was performed on INI at
Hi.

20

ENERGY TRANSFER [THz]
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Fig. 7: The eigenvector (phase between the two sublattices) of Silicon [22] and Diamond [23] for the
longitudinal acoustic phonon branch in [££!;] direction, together with "ab initio" calculations [24],

resolution calculations, while the two signals in the middle were broader. It was
concluded that the lower two signals correspond to modes 4 and 5 and the upper two to
modes 11 and 13. Mode 12 has vanishing intensity at this position in reciprocal space, as
shown by scans in the vicinity and by model calculations. The two broad signals in the
middle of the scan stem from the 5 modes in this energy region. No correlation to a
particular mode could be extracted. To determine phonon dispersion curves in complex
systems it is not a problem to obtain signals. The problem is to correlate an observed
signal to a calculated mode.

It was mentioned above that the dynamical structure factor Gj (Eq. 15) predicts
the intensity of mode j at a particular position Q. If one measures the intensity of mode j
in many different Bnllouin zones, but of course at symmetrically identical positions
within each zone, then one can perform a "dynamical structure determination" to
determine the eigenvector U£ j . This has been done several times mostly in connection
with soft modes near phase transformations [1].

Such an eigenvector determination is more sensitive than measured frequencies to
select the appropriate lattice dynamical model. In this way the phase between the two
sublattices in Silicon and Diamond for the longitudinal modes in the [££!;] direction was
investigated. As one can see from Fig. 7, this phase goes from 0 to 0 in Silicon [22] and
from 0 to n in Diamond [23] and the detailed variation with £ agrees very well with "ab
initio" calculations [20].

MODE1 O-» «-Q

MODE 2 O-» Q~»
(0 0 0) (1/4 1/4 1/4) (111) (5/4 5/4 5/4)

Fig. 8: Eigenvectors of the two longitudinal modes at the Brillouin zone boundary (0.5 0.5 0.5), the
L-point The circles and squares represent particles of sublattice one and two on the space diagonal in real
space for the diamond structure, which has two particles per primitive unit cell and 8 per f.c.c. cell. These
two eigenvectors are fully determined by group theory. Note that, at the L-point, identical particles
(circles or squares) move in opposite sense. Modes 1 and 2 are called "bond stretching" and "bond
bending". The latter name concerns the surrounding atoms in f.c.c.
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The result, as given in Fig. 7, means that the longitudinal acoustic mode in [£££]
direction goes at the L-point into mode 2 in the case of Silicon and into mode 1 in the case
of Diamond. In other words the lowest longitudinal mode at the L-point in Silicon is
mode 2 and in Diamond mode 1.

So far we discussed coherent scattering. Now we give a short remark on the
significance of the scalar product [Qu] (Eq. 15} for incoherent scattering, where every
particle contributes individually to the scattered intensity [24]. If incoherent scattering is
coming from a single crystal sample, then [Qu] projects out the amplitudes in particular
directions, such as the vibrations of H in the metal single crystal VH0.5 [25].

4. Magnetic Inelastic Scattering

As in the foregoing chapter we will again concentrate on scattering from single
crystals. Magnetic neutron scattering comes from the interaction of the magnetic moment
of the neutron with the moments of magnetic electrons. The scattering function is now
different from Eqs. 12,13,15. The spectral function for Heisenberg antiferromagnets is
the same as for phonons (Eq. 13). For Heisenberg ferromagnets it reads:

• F(co,Qj) (17)

The dynamical structure factor reads:

unit cellunit cell
Gmagj(Q,qj) = fro)2 S F^(Q)Fm(Q)e-Wi(Q>w4Q)eiQ(R,-Rm) .

l

(18)

Here y = -1.91 is the gyromagnetic ratio, ro = 0.282-l(H2 cm the classical electron
radius, F(Q) the dimensionless magnetic form factor, a = x,y,z. IX> denotes the initial
state of the scatterer, with energy E\ and thermal population factor px,, and its final state
is IX'>. Thus Glj = Ex'-E^. Sf are the spin operators. The polarisation factor (8aB -
QaQB/Q2) tells us that neutrons can only couple to magnetic fluctuations perpendicular
toQ.

Fig. 9: Magnetic structure of the garnet Fe2Ca3 (GeO4)3. The squares and the circles describe the two
magnetic sublattices, while the open and full symbols indicate spin up and spin down. The static
interaction between the two sublattices is vanishing in Molecular Field approximation.
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There are two main differences between "phonon" and "magnon" scattering, i) In
"phonon" scattering the projection of the amplitude parallel to Q is visible, while in
"magnon" scattering the projections of the fluctuations onto the plane perpendicular to Q
contribute, ii) The "phonon" intensity increases with Q2 while the "magnon" intensity
decreases with F^Q)

_r A (x) x(r) K (M)

(111) (111) (1.51.51.5)

Fig. 10: Experimental and calculated magnon dispersion curves in the garnet Fe2Ca3(GeO4)3 at 1.SK
( T N = 12.2K). The result is presented in an extended zone scheme which corresponds to an f.c.c. lattice
[26]. The experiment was performed on IN 12 at ILL.

The Fe3+ ions in the garnet Fe2Ca3(GeO4)3 form two identical antiferromagnetic
subsystems, see Fig. 9. The interaction between the two subsystems is vanishing within
molecular field approximation for q = 0. A coupling appears only due to zero point
quantum spin fluctuations. The dynamics of the system is described by the Hamiltonian
for a Heisenberg antiferromagnet The measured magnon dispersion curves [26] are
shown in Fig. 10 together with spin wave calculations. As seen from Fig. 9 there are 8
spins per subsystem i.e. 16 spins altogether. Therefore one expects 8 doubly degenerate
branches. But due to symmetry requirements, similar to those discussed earlier, only 4 of
them are simultaneously visible in a particular Brillouin zone. The intensity variation due
to interference between the spins is shown in Fig. 11. This variation was reproduced by
the calculation.

This garnet with two antiferromagnetic subsystems has two acoustic branches
which extrapolate to co = 0 for q = 0. At finite q's the subsystems interact in molecular
field approximation, because the phase differences between spins of one sublattice
produce a magnetic moment at the position of the second sublattice, therefore the
"acoustic" branches have different slopes. But this interaction is vanishing for q —» 0. At
q = 0 a quantum exchange magnon gap due to zero point spin fluctuations was predicted
and measured [27], see Fig. 12. It was a remarkable achievement to observe the gap of
0.033 THz in the presence of a magnetic Bragg peak. The calculated resolution for
inelastic events was 0.015 THz, which would make it very difficult to separate inelastic
from elastic scattering, if the elastic scattering would have been extended in reciprocal
space. Fortunately the sample was of high quality with very small mosaic width.
Therefore the experimental "energy width" of the Bragg intensity was only 0.004 THz,
as indicated in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11: Two constant Q scans at different
positions in reciprocal space for two
symmetrically related q's.
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A particular advantage of neutrons for magnetic scattering lies in the possibility to
polarise the neutron beam and to analyse its polarisation after scattering. In this technique
we distinguish between the "spin flip" (SF) and the "non spin flip" (NSF) channel.
Without explanation we state here that polarised neutrons are easier to produce at low
energies (cold neutrons). Quite often polarised neutrons are used to separate nuclear and
magnetic scattering. This is not the case in the following example, where polarised
neutrons were used to identify and separate two magnetic excitations, which were very
close to each other in energy.

The Fe2+ ion in CsFeCl3 has an effective spin = 1. The crystal electric field
produces a splitting between the m = 0 singlet ground state and the m =±1 doubly
degenerate excited state. The exchange interactions are too weak compared to this
anisotropy so that long range magnetic order is absent for T —» 0. The excitations
should be called excitons. An applied magnetic field lifts the degeneracy. If the field is
applied parallel to the anisotropy axis, then a regular Zeeman splitting appears [28]. One
mode goes up in frequency and the other down. The latter - soft mode - leads to a phase
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Fig. 12: The quantum exchange magnon gap due
to zero point spin fluctuations was observed at
the position of a magnetic Bragg peak. The
experiment was performed on IN12 at ILL.
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transformation towards long range magnetic order: ferromagnetic along the FeCb chains
and a frustrated 120° structure between the chains. It was experimentally easy to resolve
the splitting of the modes.

If the field is applied perpendicular to the anisotropy axis, then the degeneracy is
also lifted, but both mode frequencies increase with the field. In a first experiment only
the splitting of the low frequency modes could be observed [15]. In a recently developed
theory [29] it was predicted that the two split modes have a different dependence on field,
so that for a particular region in reciprocal space the modes should cross. This surprising
prediction could only be studied with polarised neutrons.

The crystal of CsFeCl3 was mounted in a vertical field superconducting magnet
with the anisotropy axis [001] in the experimental plane perpendicular to the field. It turns
out that the mode coi which has mostly the higher frequency corresponds exclusively to
Sx fluctuations, parallel to the applied field. Due to selection rules for polarised neutrons
[30] this mode appears in the "NSF" channel, while the other one, ©2, corresponds to Sy
and with increasing field also to S z fluctuations. Mode ©2 is therefore observable in the
"SF" channel. Fig. 13 shows sheets of the modes ©1 and ©2 at 3 Tesla. Around (001)
and the symmetrically related point (111) mode ©2 has the higher frequency. These
sheets are calculated with parameters which were fitted to the experimental results [31].
Fig. 14 shows scans at (0.5 0.5 1) and at (111). At 3 Tesla the interchange of modes
can be seen, while at 6 Tesla mode ©ihas the higher frequency everywhere. The small
difference between the centres of the signals was confirmed by many more scans at
neighbouring positions in reciprocal space.

0.5
(QQO)

Qc

Fig. 13: Dispersion sheets of the excitons in CsFeCl3 The applied field of 3 Tesla splits the modes
0 1 , ©2 which are degenerate at zero field. A mode crossing appears around (001) and (111). The modes
001 and ©2 are each exclusively visible in the "NSF" and the "SF' channel, respectively [31].

Polarisation analysis made it possible to observe small splittings of opposite sense
confirming the theoretical prediction. But not only frequencies, intensities also could be
determined separately for both modes. The analysis of intensities and their comparison to
theoretical prediction are in progress.
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5. Inelastic Scattering of X-Rays

Inelastic scattering of X-rays with very high energy resolution was developed on
the DORIS storage ring at HASYLAB [32]. The instrument, see Fig. 15, has focussing
monochromator and analyser at Bragg angles very close to 90° (backscattenng). In
backscattering from perfect single crystals the reflectivity per plane of atoms is
proportional to 1/k2, therefore the penetration depth increases as kz and so the number N
of interfering planes. The resolution is then

. _ L ~ - L (19 )

Eq. 19 holds equally well for neutrons and X-rays. But now comes the
difference:

Ex-ray ~ kx-ray
(20)

AE
En

= 2Akn _ AEx-

k 2 Ex-ray
ray _ (21)

AEn ~ const.;
Ex-ray

(22)

The absolute value of energy resolution decreases as 1/Ex-ray for X-rays, while it
remains constant (proportional to the structure factor) in the neutron case.

The easiest way to increase k is the use of higher order reflections. For Si (777),
as used in the first experiments [33], the calculated resolution is AEx-ray = 5 meV with
Ex ray = 13-8 k e V - F ig- 1 6 shows the first phonon dispersion curve measured with
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Fig. IS: The instrument "ENELAX" with focussing monochromator and analyser in backscattering [33].

inelastic X-ray scattering in Be [33]. We extracted measured intensities, Fig. 17, to
demonstrate that Eq. 12 remains valid also for the X-ray case, if only the scattering
length bt in Eq. 15 is replaced by the atomic form factor 'yro F*(Q)-

Without going into a detailed discussion of the complementarity of the two
techniques, a disadvantage in the X-ray case is the limitation of the effective sample
volume due to absorption, which increases with the weight of the elements. An advantage

0 0.1 0.2' 0.3 CK 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

(002) q[2TT/c] (003)

Fig. 16

1 5 2 2 5 r i
MOMENTUM TRANSFER Qlnl.u]

Fig. 17

Fig. 16: The first phonon dispersion curve measured with inelastic X-ray scattering [33] in Beryllium,
black dots. The crosses are earlier results from neutron scattering.

Fig. 17: The intensity of phonons measured with inelastic X-ray scattering. The curve is calculated from
Eq. 12 after replacing the scattering length b£ in Eq. 15 by the atomic form
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0.6 OLlA)

Fig. 18 Fig. 19

Fig. 18: Dispersion curve of "fast sound" excitations in H2O with 3200±100m/sec measured by
inelasac X-ray scattering [32]. Full dots give results from liquid H2O and open dots from solid. The
dotted curve indicates the velocity of ordinary sound with 1500 m/sec and the dashed one represents the
sound velocity in Ice.

Fig. 19: "Fast sound" excitations in D2O with 3300±250 m/sec measured by inelastic neutron
scattering [33]. The dashed lines give theoretical predictions and the dashed dotted line the velocity of
ordinary sound with 1500 m/sec.

which we will present in the following lies in the fact that X-rays have practically no
lonematical restrictions for energy transfer at small momentum transfer. In the neutron
case, this kinematical restriction for the investigation of sound waves in liquids at small
momentum transfers requires that the velocity of the neutrons must be higher than the
sound velocity to reach the necessary energy transfer.

This technique has recently been further developed at the ESRF, Grenoble, where
the resolution is now routinely about 3 meV [34].

We here present studies of liquid H2O [34] with synchrotron radiation This was
a repetition of earlier work with neutron on D2O [35]. Fig. 18 shows the dispersion
curve in liquid H2O measured with X-rays. The slope corresponds to a sound (fast
sound) velocity of 320Q±100 m/sec, which is double as high as ordinary sound in water
at long wavelengths. This fast sound was predicted by theory and already observed with
neutrons, see Fig. 19. The recent results with X-rays confirm the neutron data. They are
better, because the constant-Q scans could be performed much further out in energy gain
and loss than with neutrons. The X-ray technique with the highly collimated beams and
the high intensity from undulators in storage rings can reach much smaller momentum
transfers than neutrons. Recently the cross over from fast sound to ordinary sound in
H2O was observed [36].

6. Conclusion

Above we have presented studies of excitations by inelastic neutron scattering
together with an outlook to the complementary inelastic X-ray scattering. We will now
add a few comments on how we see the applications of these two techniques in the
future. n
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The development of X-ray scattering in general is source driven. The performance
of storage rings and insertion devices for synchrotron radiaiton is in steady progress. For
example magnetic scattering with X-rays produces results, which would not have been
expected a few years ago. Nevertheless polarised neutrons and polarisation analysis will
remain a strong domain in neutron scattering. This is particularly true for inelastic
scattering.

Very generally inelastic scattering with high energy resolution 1 meV >
AE > 1 neV and controlled momentum transfer will remain a strong (even exclusive)
domain of neutrons.

At lower resolution and energy transfers higher than about 10 meV, X-rays have
the advantage that the resolution (in these days AE = 3 meV) stays constant up to high
energy transfers of, say 1 eV. The limitation comes from the absorption of X-rays,
which reduces the effective sample volume. The advantages of higher penetration for
high energy X-rays (100-500 keV) can not be exploited for inelastic scattering in these
days, because one has no technique to produce good energy resolution together with
reasonable intensity.

Therefore, at least for the near future, samples containing heavy elements have to
be examined with inelastic neutron scattering. The different scattering power of elements
for neutrons and for X-rays leads to different interference phenomena also in inelastic
scattering. This is again an aspect of complementarity of the two techniques.
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